Recover lost taxes & protect consumer safety

Authentix has expanded its portfolio of tax stamp security technologies through the acquisition of Security Print Solutions Limited (SPS). As the United Kingdom's leading tax stamp security printer, SPS offers a diverse product portfolio including a wide range of high security tax stamps and a host of security labels and other documents.

About Authentix
As the authority in authentication solutions, Authentix helps customers thrive in supply and distribution chain complexity. We provide advanced authentication solutions for governments, central banks and commercial products, ensuring local economies grow, banknote security remains intact and commercial products have robust market opportunities. Our partnership approach and proven sector expertise inspires proactive innovation, helping customers mitigate risks to promote revenue growth and gain competitive advantage.

“More than 140 billion tobacco and alcohol stamps, in the form of securely affixed labels, are issued every year by over 150 provincial and national revenue agencies around the world, indicating that governments and agencies see the value of using them as central features in effective revenue gathering strategies.”

– taxstamp.org
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Comprehensive Excise Tax Recovery Solutions

• Flexible marking options
• Multi-level security features
• Track and trace technology
• Configurable Information System

25+ years of experience in excise tax recovery
Many communities depend on tax revenues to support critically needed public services. Taxes collected from the production and purchasing of products such as tobacco, alcohol, carbonated beverages, water or fuel is a significant financial contributor to a state or nation. Billions of dollars in tax revenues are lost each year to smuggling and underreporting of production volumes. The financial, societal and environmental impact from tax revenue non-compliance can be devastating to a nation.

Deceptive Practices Cannot Hide

Authentix collaborates with finance ministries, revenue agencies and customs departments worldwide to find products not being taxed and identify the source of the illicit activity. Our consultative approach and over 25 years of authentication and tax recovery experience enables us to understand and address tax collection challenges amid complex supply chains.
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Safeguard Global Commerce

- Increase government revenues
- Minimize illicit activity
- Establish strong governance credibility
- Protect the public and environment
- Create jobs through economic growth

Flexible Marking Options
Authentix has multiple tax stamp program options to meet specific customer needs including wet glue applied or self-adhesive stamps as well as secure, digital marks applied by ink jet printing directly onto the excisable product.

The high security tax stamps contain an effective combination of overt, semi-covert, machine readable covert and forensic features combined with a track and trace element incorporated into highly aesthetic designs instilling national pride. Authentix’ handheld readers and mobile device applications are available for field authentication and the communication of results to our advanced information system AXIS®.
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